The impact of the new Administration and Congress is being felt across corporate America and legal professionals—beyond the Government Affairs group—need reliable guidance on developments that impact clients. Let Wolters Kluwer’s attorney-editors get you ahead of the issues that others don’t even see coming.

**Federal Developments Knowledge Center** from Wolters Kluwer provides an easy-to-use solution for you to monitor laws and regulations being proposed and enacted under the new Administration and Congress. You can stay on top of the latest federal developments with news and analysis written by Wolters Kluwer’s expert attorney-editors, view the impact of key developments for your practice area via the **Smart Chart™** tool, and quickly access source documents from Congress, the Executive Branch, and Federal Agencies, organized by topic.

**Federal Developments Knowledge Center includes:**

- Analysis from Wolters Kluwer’s attorney-editors on key legislative, regulatory, and executive developments
- AI-powered predictive analytics for pending legislation
- A near real-time feed of all newly issued executive actions, proposed bills and rules, enacted laws, and final rules
- An at-a-glance Smart Chart™ showing current status and impact for all key developments
- Email alerting and bill/regulation tracking features to notify you of developments that are important to you
- SIC Industry Impact Tool, providing the most relevant bills by SIC Industry code
Federal Developments Knowledge Center’s home page provides quick access to all executive actions, legislation, and rules introduced under the current administration and Congress, along with Wolters Kluwer commentary and analysis and breaking news.

**Near Real-Time Alerts**: Set customized Boolean enabled near real-time or daily alerts for legislation by policy area or status, rules by agency or sub agency, and Presidential actions by type or source.

**You can conduct a global search of all content, presidential actions, legislation, and rules at the same time. Then, use Filters to further refine results.**

**Search by SIC code to know which bills are most relevant for a particular industry**

**Legislation & Enacted Law** provides quick access to thousands of bills, with AI-generated insight into each bill’s chance of becoming law as it progresses through Congress.

**Wolters Kluwer’s proprietary Smart Chart™ organization provides easy access to current status and impact analysis for all key developments by topic.**

**Breaking news with analysis by Wolters Kluwer’s attorney editors provides context and helps you stay up to date.**

**Search and filter to see proposed and final regulations and Presidential actions**
Thousands of new bills are introduced in each session of Congress—use Wolters Kluwer’s AI-driven Predictive Outlook algorithm to quickly focus on the new developments most likely to impact your clients. The Federal Developments Knowledge Center’s Bill Detail page puts critical details at your fingertips.

The Bill Detail page includes the official Congressional Research Services provided summary and Wolters Kluwer editors’ authored synopsis for high-profile bills.

Click to view original bills and resolutions which is at the top of the page.

Full-text analysis with highlighting shows how the language used in each section affects the model’s probability ranking.

The Predictive Outlook assessment shows two numbers; the first indicating the likelihood the bill will pass the current chamber, and the second showing likelihood of ultimate enactment.

SIC Industry Impact. Know which industries are most likely to be affected, positively or negatively, for a given bill with Skopos Labs A.I.

Citation Analysis identifies U.S. Code sections cited in the pending bill.

The Bill Breakdown illustrates the top political, economic, and timing factors influencing the positive/negative outcome of the prediction.
Federal Developments Knowledge Center includes flexible search capabilities—simultaneously search official source documents from the White House, Congress.gov, and the Federal Register, along with news and Wolters Kluwer analysis. Easily filter and sort to find what you need quickly.

Sort your search results by relevance or recency

Save searches to quickly view results and monitor changes.

View, print, download or share original documents.

**Fair Access to Investment Research Act of 2017**

5. 327

AT THE FIRST SESSION
Begun and held at the City of Washington on Tuesday, the third day of January, two thousand and seventeen

To direct the Securities and Exchange Commission to provide a safe harbor related to certain investment fund research reports, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress assembled, SECTION 1. Short title.

This Act may be cited as the "Fair Access to Investment Research Act of 2017".

SEC. 2. Safe harbor for investment fund research.
In the **Key Federal Developments Smart Chart**™ our attorney editors summarize and offer guidance for Presidential Actions, key legislation under consideration and those that became law, along with pending regulations that effect your practice area.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key Federal Developments Smart Chart</th>
<th>Wolters Kluwer Smart Charts™</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Select Practice Area</strong></td>
<td><strong>Select Document Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antitrust</td>
<td>Enacted Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banking and Finance</td>
<td>Executive Order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee Benefits</td>
<td>Final Rule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy and Environmental</td>
<td>Presidential Memorandum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Trade</td>
<td>Proposed Legislation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government Contracts</td>
<td>Proposed Rule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Care</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immigration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Smart Chart™** offers the flexibility to follow any or all practice areas, and document types.

---

We offer expert analysis: synopsis of the bill, impact, next steps, and links to deeper analysis written by Wolters Kluwer’s attorney.

---

You can share the customized charts and analysis with clients and set up email alerts.
More than 100 attorney-editors comprise the team behind the **Federal Developments Knowledge Center** news coverage. Daily, WK legal analysts will look through what content has been released from the government, identify which are most important for WK customers, and analyze the piece of content. Editors specializing in multiple practice areas provide an in-depth analysis regarding why an attorney needs to be aware of this action.

View top news stories and easily copy its content for use in a client briefing. Follow links to the primary text of proposed laws.

Receive daily email updates of breaking news, court decisions, legislation, and regulatory activity.

“The analytics within Federal Developments Knowledge Center have been developed using natural language processing of the legal text and computational assessment of hundreds of external positive and negative factors that affect a particular bill. Analytics offerings are becoming a “must have” enhancement for legal research products.”

Jean O’Grady,
Dewey B Strategic

Please visit WoltersKluwerLR.com/FDKC to sign up for a demonstration
Or call us at 1-800-955-5217 to learn more
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